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Game Materials • 6 Land Tiles with a Sheriff Star icon  

• 1 gold wooden Sheriff figure
Game Setup
The Land Tiles of this mini-expansion are mixed in with the rest of the tiles
from the base game. The Sheriff figure is placed near the playing field. 
With the exception of these mini-expansion rules, all other basic rules 
for Carcassonne: Gold Rush remain unchanged.

The Sheriff
On a player’s turn, if he draws a Land Tile with a Sheriff Star, he first places
the tile according to the normal rules. He then must move the Sheriff.

 Moving the Sheriff: If the Sheriff is not on the playing field, the player places
him on an incomplete Mountain area. If the Sheriff is already on a tile, the
player must move him onto another incomplete Mountain area. The Sheriff
may be placed on a Mountain area even if any or all tiles of that Mountain
area already contain Cowboys and/or Tents. It is not required for him to
be placed on an unoccupied tile only.
Exception: If the Sheriff cannot be moved to another incomplete Mountain
area (because there are none), he is returned to the side of the playing field.

 Activating the Sheriff: The player who places (or moves) the Sheriff must 
now make each other player with a Tent on the Mountain draw 1 of the
Mining Tokens from the stack on the Mountain, and return it immediately
to the supply. The supply of Tokens is then mixed. If a Mountain has no
Mining Tokens when the Sheriff is placed (or moved) there, no Tokens will
be returned to the supply. If the player who places (or moves) the Sheriff
has his own Tent on the Mountain, he is exempt from discarding a Token.

 

 Blue places the Sheriff on a
Mountain. Because Yellow

and Black each have a Tent
on this Mountain, they must
each draw 1 Mining Token 
from the stack and return it 
to the supply. Blue does not
have to return a Token,
since he placed the Sheriff.

 

The SheriffThe Sheriff
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For everything about Carcassonne, visit our homepage at www.carcassonne.de, 
where questions are answered about the game, you may participate in contests, 

and get all the latest game information.

Shop online for quality 
products for Carcassonne 
and other games, as well 
as our Spare Parts Service. 
www.cundco.de

Game end:

Red scores
9 points for
his Cowboy in
the Graveyard
(7 tiles +
2 Cities on 
those tiles.)

 Mining Freeze: As long as the Mountain that the Sheriff is standing on is 
incomplete, no player may take a Mining Token from it. (Players may still
move their Tents to another Mountain, as part of their normal turn, if desired.
When the Mountain is completed, the Mining Tokens on the stack are 
distributed according to the normal rules, and the Sheriff is returned to the
side of the playing field.
After activating the Sheriff, the current player continues with his normal turn
(placing a Cowboy, placing/moving his Tent, taking a Mining Token).   

 
The Sheriff at Game End: If the Sheriff is standing on an incomplete 
Mountain at the end of the game, the owner receives the Mining Tokens on 
it. If there are multiple owners, the Mining Tokens are distributed evenly. 

Scoring during the game: A Grave-
yard is scored when all 8 spaces sur-
rounding the Graveyard tile (both
orthoganally and diagonally) contain 
Land Tiles. The owner of the Graveyard
scores 9 points plus 1 point for each
City surrounding the Graveyard. 

 

 

Scoring at game end: At the end of 
the game, the owner of a Graveyard
scores 1 point each for the Graveyard
tile itself, any surrounding tiles, and
any City on those surrounding tiles. 

 

 

The Graveyards
Two of the Land Tiles in this mini-expansion feature
Graveyards. If a player draws one of them, he places
it as normal, and activates the Sheriff as described
above. He then performs the rest of his turn normally. If he decides to
place a Cowboy, he may place it on the Prairie area of the tile, or he may
place it in the Graveyard. 

Fan-made English translation                     by wamboyil@sbcglobal.net


